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Abstract

We propose a practical application of wearable computing and augmented reality which enhances the game
of billiards. A vision algorithm is implemented which
operates in interactive-time with the user to assist
planning and aiming. Probabilistic color models and
symmetry operations are used to localize the table,
pockets and balls through a video camera near the
user's eye. Classi cation of the objects of interest is
performed and each possible shot is ranked in order to
determine its relative usefulness. The system allows
the user to proceed through a regular pool game while
it automatically determines strategic shots. The resulting trajectories are rendered as graphical overlays
on a head mounted live video display. The wearable
video output and the computer vision system provide
an integration of real and virtual environments which
enhances the experience of playing and learning the
game of billiards without encumbering the player.

1 Introduction

The integration of virtual and real environments
promises to yield many interesting applications that
combine the natural, tangible and rich interactiveness
of physical reality with the freedom from constraints
and precision of the digital world. Wearable computers are a particularly convenient platform for this symbiosis and make this integration as seamless as possible
[17] [12]. One area where this cooperation would be
especially interesting is in the game of billiards. This
pastime involves a complex blend of physical dexterity
as well as analytic geometry and strategy. To enhance
the experience, it would be desirable to supplement
the user's ability to select, visualize and aim without reducing the tactile feedback of the real game [8].
This intermediate form of integration lies conceptually
somewhere between a merely physical game of billiards
and a sterile and unnatural computerized version of it.
A middle ground between these two extremes can be
achieved by using computer vision to map real world
data into a virtual context. Similarly, a head mounted
display could remap the virtual results of any strategic analysis onto an image of the user's surroundings
[6]. The use of a wearable computer allows the user to
navigate freely in an arbitrary physical space without

Figure 1: The Desired System Output
special preparation.
This paper describes a wearable computer-based
system that uses probabilistic computer vision to
guide the user's game play throughout a match. We
expect the user to be a novice player who has yet to
become familiar with the game and can quickly benet from the system as a training aid. Figure 1 depicts
the desired output of the system. Given an image of
a pool table, compute the best shot by locating the
pockets and the balls and computing the easiest shot
that can be performed. Then, display the paths the
relevant balls should follow.
Although we have chosen to focus on one particular application (billiards enhancement and training),
the motivation behind this work is the integration
of augmented reality with computer vision and wearable devices. This integration brings a new dimension
to computer-human interaction by essentially reducing the interface barrier. The computer is brought
closer to the user in physical terms (wearable), in input (vision and perceptual intelligence) and output
(augmented reality and visually integrated output).
We begin by describing some earlier work in the areas of wearable augmented reality and entertainment.
We then introduce our system, describing the hardware equipment and the required algorithms. The
vision algorithm components including probabilistic

2 Wearable Augmented Reality

Traditionally, immersive environments and augmented reality have required large and nontransferable components. For example, ight simulators and even heads-up-displays (HUDs) have required
large, powerful and immobile equipment. However,
recent work has reduced the requirements for virtual
reality to 1 or 2 workstations, a display and a single
camera. For instance, the P nder [18] and the Survive
[15] systems require relatively minimal computational
resources to produce a virtual interactive experience.
This virtual experience involves visual tracking of the
user and includes interacting with agents as well as arcade gaming. The natural progression would be a totally wearable, person-centric augmented reality with
head mounted displays where vision would track the
world instead of the user.
The use of such personal imaging and augmented
reality has been discussed and investigated in [17], [12]
and [16]. This previous research has shown some of
the advantages and issues of using computer vision on
the external environment to assist the wearable augmented reality experience.
Other current research in interactive environments
has stressed the importance of maintaining intermediate representations between the real and the virtual.
These help maintain the rich multi-modality we have
come to expect [7]. For instance, Ishii and Ullmer [8]
include physical objects as input to the computer to
preserve tangibility in the virtual experience. Feiner
et. al. [6] use the notion of overlayed graphical output on see-through head-mounted displays to keep the
rich visual stimuli of the real world.

3 System Overview

The following is a coarse description of the Stochasticks system along with some important design issues
and practical considerations. Both hardware and algorithmic structure are discussed.

3.1 Hardware Overview

The wearable computer is the intended platform
for the system and it includes a head-mounted display, head-mounted video camera and central processing unit. The layout and data ow are depicted in Figure 2.
The head-mounted camera is aligned with the user's
head and the primary positions of the eyes (straight
ahead). Thus, active control or foveation of the camera on the target (i.e. the pool table) is not necessary
since the user's head direction will automatically direct the camera to areas of interest in the scene. This
style of imaging is unique to wearable computers and
head-mounted cameras and greatly reduces the task
of a vision system.
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Figure 2: The System Components

Figure 3: The Head Mounted Video Unit
Other input is not required since the system relies
only on live video information for input. In addition,
it is best if the user is not encumbered with any irrelevant input or output paraphernalia. The billiards
game requires the use of both hands so any typed input would be unacceptable. In fact, any extra userinteraction beyond the usual play action is likely to
be intrusive. Consequently, the algorithm must run
autonomously. The system needs to act like an agent
in the background and needs to be intelligent enough
to make do with the input it has and to o er useful
output. Essentially, the only real interaction from the
user is from the natural steering and alignment of the
head mounted camera.
The display is head-mounted as well, and a video
image of the camera's input is continuously projected
into each eye. Two CRTs are driven by one video camera who's focal length is adjusted to avoid severe angular modi cation of the user's expected visual eld.
The head-mounted unit is shown in Figure 3. This display creates an immersive environment since the user's

3.2 Algorithmic Overview

The objects of interest in the billiards game (the table, the pockets and the balls) possess some properties
which make it particularly well-suited for computer
vision. An important feature that comes to mind is
color. The green felt of the table and the distinctive
contrasting colors of the balls and pockets allow robust color segmentation. In addition, the structures
we are tracking have simple geometric shapes. The
balls and pockets have a standard circular structure
so radial symmetry can be used.
Figure 4 depicts the algorithm loop that iterates
repeatedly over video data. The system begins by
searching the image for a region that contains green
felt colors. The largest green felt patch corresponds to
the top of the table and its contour is determined. The
interior of the table is then analyzed to nd balls by
computing symmetry. The centers of circular objects
are detected in this region. Similarly, the periphery
of the table is also processed to compute radial symmetry and generates symmetry peaks at the centers
of the pockets. Each radial symmetry peak is then
classi ed to determine which object generated it (ball,
pocket, table). This is done by analyzing the colors
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Figure 4: The Algorithm's Main Loop
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(b) RGB distribution
Figure 5: The color training samples
R

of the symmetric objects and checking them against
a database of color models for each ball, pocket and
table. Once all symmetry peaks are classi ed, we can
compute linear trajectories from the cue ball to every
other solid or striped ball (depending on what the user
selects). Then, we compute trajectories from each of
these to a destination pocket. Each of these trajectories is evaluated to see if it is feasible and rated in
diculty depending on how accurate the shot must be
to sink the ball. The easiest shot is then displayed onscreen using linear trajectories. These trace out the
paths of the cue ball and the ball to sink.

4 Vision Processing

4.1 Color Feature Detection

To nd the pool table, we train a probabilistic color
model of the green felt that covers it [18] [9]. This is
done by taking multiple training samples of several
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perspective is now identical to that of the vision algorithm. In addition, the user's view is constrained in
the same way as that of the vision algorithm. In other
words, eye movement is limited and the user will unconsciously steer the video camera with head motion
to achieve a satisfactory video image projection on the
display. This maintains a good quality image for the
vision algorithm. The use of the camera display as a
virtual \third eye" avoids alignment discrepancies between the vision algorithm and the user's view point.
Thus, any graphical overlays that are produced as a
result of video processing can be directly projected
to the user's eye display [6]. Although the change of
perspective induced by looking through a \third eye"
(the camera) is unusual for rst timers, we have found
that users can adapt quite quickly if the camera is
only slightly o set from the eyes [14]. We are currently investigating more advanced display techniques
which combine the graphical overlays directly onto the
user's natural binocular eld. This is done using 3D
estimation techniques where a full 3D model of the
world is recovered so that we can reproject di erent
views of it, customized to each eye's point of view.
The CPU can be a local computer fully contained
in the wearable device or it may be a remote computer
(or network of computers) which receives a transmitted version of the video signal and sends graphical
information back to the user's display. However, since
massive computational resources are assumed to be
unavailable both locally and remotely, the algorithm
must remain ecient enough to operate quickly on
standard hardware. Initial development of the algorithm has been made on a 170 Mhz SGI R5000 Indy,
the destination platform (a local wearable CPU) is a
150 Mhz Intel Pentium architecture with a 56001 DSP
co-processor on the video digitizer board. These two
systems have similar performance levels which we shall
use to bound the complexity of the vision algorithm.
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Figure 6: Fitting a Gaussian Mixture
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Figure 7: Pool Table Localization
images of a pool table under many imaging situations
(oine). Each pixel in this distribution forms a 3 element vector, [R G B] which corresponds to the red,
green and blue components of the color. We perform
clustering on this distribution of pixels which is shown
in Figure 5. The clustering uses Expectation Maximization (EM) to nd a probability distribution model
for pool table colors [5] [19]. This model is a mixture
of Gaussians (the appropriate number of Gaussians is
determined a priori with cross-validation). The EM
algorithm iterates by adjusting the parameters of the
Gaussian probability model to maximize the likelihood
of the training samples. The probability distribution
model starts o in a random con guration and converges to the con guration in Figure 6. The mixture model is described by Equation 1 where x is an
(R,G,B) vector.

X p(i)  expf; (x ;

)T ;i 1(x ; i )g
(2)(d=2) j i j1=2
i=1
(1)
When a new image is acquired, the likelihood of
each pixel is evaluated using this model and if it is
above a threshold of probability, it is labeled as a
piece of the pool table. Then, a connected component analysis is used to gather adjacent green pixels
to determine larger regions of grouped table pixels in
the image. This process is demonstrated in Figure 7.
The largest connected region of green pixels is selected
as the table top and proceeds through the algorithm
for further processing.
(x) =

p

n
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i

4.2 Contour Computation

We are particularly interested in the contour of the
pool table since this identi es its shape and periphery where the pockets lie. We quickly compute the
centroid of the pool table and compute the most radially distant points at each angle from the center as in
Figure 8(a).
Since we know that the pool table top is a quadrilateral object we model its contour as a set of 4 lines.
This is done by tting the distribution of contour pixels using an EM algorithm where each sample x is a
(u,v) vector. In this vector, u is the horizontal coordinate and v is the vertical coordinate of the contour
pixel. A mixture model consisting of four Gaussians
is updating using EM as shown in Figure 8(b) and
(c). The model converges so that the thin Gaussians

(a) Contour
(b) Start
(c) Converge
Figure 8: Pool Table Contour Lines via EM
form lines that approximate the sides of the table.
The dominant eigenvector of each Gaussian is along
its main axis and is used to compute a linear model
as shown.
Thus, we have four line equations describing the
boundary of the pool table in each image frame. It
is possible to compute intersections to nd pool table
corners and to determine the lengths of the sides. In
addition, we can accurately specify the interior and
periphery of the pool table.

4.3 Symmetry Detection

We then propose the use of the general symmetry
transform [3] [11] [13] [10]. This is an annular sampling
region which detects edge con gurations that enclose
an object. Unlike template matching, a perceptual
measure of symmetric enclosure is computed and blob
centers are detected. When applied at the appropriate scale this transform consistently detects circular
objects. The dark symmetry transform is a variation
that restricts the wave propagation so that only dark
radial symmetry is computed. In other words, the algorithm will generate a strong response from circular
objects that are darker than the background.
Beginning with a phase and edge map of the image,
we perform wave propagation. The wave propagation
integrates cocircular edge segments in a computationally ecient way. For each point in the image p, at
each scale or radius r and for each symmetry orientation we nd the set of cocircular pairs of edges
;r; (p). The magnitude of axial symmetry in the (p,
r, ) space is as follows:
Sr;

(p) =

X

i ;j ;r;

(p)

ki kkj k (sin =2)w1

(2)

where ki k and kj k are the edge intensities of
the two co-circular edges and  is the angle separating
their normals.
Then, radial symmetry, I (p), is determined from
the axial symmetry map as in Equation 3 and Equation 4. Finally, the symmetry map undergoes Gaussian smoothing and local maxima are determined.
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(a) The pool table
(b) Periphery of the table
Figure 9: Pool Table Periphery

Figure 11: Ball and Pocket Candidates
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Figure 10: Edge Detection
We apply the symmetry transform twice for each
image. First, on the interior of the table, we apply
the general symmetry transform to nd both dark and
bright balls. Then, on the periphery of the table, we
apply dark symmetry to nd the consistently darker
pockets.
Figure 9 shows a pool table and the periphery where
we might expect to nd pockets (computed from the
previous stage). Figure 10 (a) displays the edge map
of the interior of the table and (b) displays the edge
map of the periphery of the table. Edge maps and
phase maps (not shown) are computed using the Sobel operator. The edges due to green portions of the
table are suppressed and the edge maps undergo some
processing (non-maximal suppression and thresholding).
We then compute the symmetry transforms and obtain peaks of symmetry which have been overlaid on
the table image in Figure 11. These peaks are triggered by balls and pockets (mostly) but there are some
weak false alarm triggers. So, we wish to lter these
candidate balls and pockets to reject false ones and
also to label them.
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(a) RGB Data
(b) Color Model
Figure 12: The Solid Red Ball (Trained)
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lar to Equation 1. We shall refer to these models as
p1(x); :::; p20(x).
Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the color modeling
process for the solid red ball and the striped orange
ball. For each model, we begin with a distribution of
pixels in RGB space as shown in Figure 12(a) and Figure 13(a). These sets of 3 dimensional RGB vectors
are labeled data1; :::; data20. For each datai we compute a model pi (x) when we rst train the system.
Next we apply all 20 color models to examine each
of the possible candidate symmetry peaks. Around
each peak, we collect a small window of pixels. All
non-table pixels (i.e. the ones that did not match the
table's color model) are collected to form a distribution of RGB data similar to the one in Figure 14(a).
This test distribution will be called datat . We form a
single Gaussian color model (because EM with multiple Gaussians would be too slow to compute online).
This model, shown in Figure 14(b), is called pt (x).
To classify our test distribution datat we use a
common distance metric between probabilistic mod-

4.4 Color Model Classi cation
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We have now localized a set of possible candidates
for objects of interest (balls and pockets). To recognize and classify these objects, we propose the use
of color models. We train a set of probabilistic color
models for the pockets and the balls (cue ball, 8-ball,
the seven striped balls and the seven solid balls). We
also train models of other objects that might appear
in the image as false alarms: a color model of the
pool cue and the player's hand. This process is identical to the color modeling used for the table and we
obtain a total of 20 models which have a form simi-
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(b) Color Model
Figure 13: The Striped Orange Ball (Trained)
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(b) Color Model
Figure 14: The Test Object (Orange Striped Ball)
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els. 1 This metric is the Kullback-Liebler divergence
[4] . By measuring the 'distance' between test data
pt(x) and our training data, pi(x) for i[1; 20] we can
see how similar it is to other objects. We determine
the closest model i for each symmetry peak and label
that peak accordingly. This process is iterated over
all the symmetry peaks which are ultimately labeled
as solid ball, striped ball, cue ball, 8-ball, pocket and
'other'.

5 Strategy and Planning

We now describe a strategy for selecting the shot
that is most likely to succeed. Starting from the cueball, we compute linear trajectories to all solid balls
(or striped balls if the user selects to play as stripes).
We then compute linear trajectories from these to the
detected pockets. Then we test each of these possible
trajectories: from cue-ball to solid-ball to pocket to
nd those that don't involve any collisions with other
objects. If no solid balls are found, we test the 8-ball
for possible trajectories.
We then weight each of the 'valid' trajectories by
the following heuristics. Each time the user is to take
a shot, we are really interested in the angle at which
he or she hits the cue ball (we shall assume that the
force with which the cue ball is hit is going to be determined by the user). So, what is fundamentally being
suggested to the user is an angle at which to hit a cue
ball, say 6 c as a deviation from the line connecting the
cue ball to the solid ball. The more accuracy we need
on 6 c, the harder the shot. Figure 15 shows how we
can determine the required angle. The distance from
the cue-ball to the solid-ball is l and the distance from
there to the pocket is L. The angle formed by the
three objects is 6 a at the solid ball. We can compute
6 c using this information as well as a bound on the
maximum error on 6 c which is 6 d.
For each possible shot, we compute 6 d and display to the user the shot with the greatest value of
6 d (the shot which requires the least accuracy) with
the required trajectory (along 6 c) superimposed on
the image. This is a simpli ed rst-order strategy
model since it is only 2D and does not include spin
e ects, kinematics or rebounds in the computation of
the shots.
We use a symmetric form of the divergence and approximate
the solution using the weak law of large numbers
1

c+d
c

b = asin(R/L)
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Figure 15: Determining the Angle and the Diculty

Figure 16: Suggested Shots

6 Output and Interaction Issues

Figure 16 shows a few sample shots that the system
suggested during the course of normal play. These are
the images directly projected onto the user's eye. At
this point, we are undertaking a performance analysis
of the overall system. The reliability of the algorithm
is being investigated as well as its accuracy. In addition, time lag from input to output is currently on the
order of hundreds of milliseconds. Thus, the user has
to maintain smooth, slow head motion and occasionally wait for the system's output. We are investigating
techniques for making the algorithm more ecient to
avoid lag which is particularly distracting when the
user moves excessively. An evaluation of the e ect of
the system on the user's billiards skill level is also to be
performed. For instance, how much better (or worse)
does the user play depending on his or her initial degree of competence? How much adaptation time is
generally required to see positive improvements? Another issue is o ering multiple styles of output display
graphics to suit the particular preferences of the user.
Finally, we wish to evaluate the user's non-augmented
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Figure 17: Recovery and Synthesis of 3D Models
performance after he or she has been 'trained' with
the Stochasticks system. It would be interesting to
see if the user acquires a greater visualization ability
as a result of the augmented reality experience and to
analyze the change in hand-eye coordination due to
the head-mounted display.

(b)

7 Future Work

Current e orts are being made to port the system to
run locally and eciently on an untethered wearable
computer with only on-board processing. This would
enable multiple users to engage in a usability study
where the system can be tested on a variety of pool
tables in more diverse situations.
One important addition in progress is the inclusion
of a 3D estimation stage which would analyze object
locations over time to compute a 3D structural estimate of the scene. This would maintain virtual positions of balls and pockets that fell out of the current
image view. 3D recursive estimation and 3D alignment algorithms could increase the precision and stability of the output [9] [2] [1].
In addition, we are using the recovery of 3D structure to combine the system's output on the user's natural binocular eld (instead of the video camera's images). This allows a much more natural display since
the distortion due to the camera's awkward placement
on the side of the head can be factored out and a virtual camera view (centered at each eye) can be simulated. Figure 17 depicts the recovery of 3D information and its use for calibrated graphical overlay reprojection.
The user sees the world through the stereo, transparent HUD and the computer sees it through its
video camera. However, using a recursive structure
from motion estimator, we can accumulate multiple
2D views of the objects in the scene to converge to a
3D model of the scene. The 3D model can then be analyzed and used to generate appropriate synthetic 3D
overlays. A simple 3D transformation maps the synthetic 3D model into the view point of each eye. This
3D transformation is determined manually during ini-

(c)
Figure 18: Calibration of 3D Output
tialization by having the user adjust the 3D rendering
software's view point. Assume that Figure 18(a) is
the image seen by the user's left eye. Figure 18(b) is
a recovered 3D model of the pool table synthesized in
a real-time 3D software package and displayed on the
left CRT of the HUD. The user changes the view in
the 3D display such that it matches the image seen
behind the CRT (of the true pool table) and the system is calibrated to synthesize images for the left eye
as shown in Figure 18(c). The calibration stays constant and the user can freely move while the synthetic
overlays rotate to compensate with the head rotation.
The system, however, requires very accurate, frame
to frame tracking of the pool table to estimate its 3D
pose and structure (which is necessary for synthesizing
the 3D overlays).
We are also investigating more sophisticated methods for strategy and planning which would consider
higher-order e ects such as rebounds, multiple collisions as well as preparatory placement for subsequent
shots.
Other sensors could be added to the system to increase precision. For example, if a laser pointer could
be mounted in the pool cue, we could determine the
exact impact point on the cue ball and compute en-

glish and spin to predict more complex trajectories.
Also, tracking the pool stick would allow the system
to realize when its suggested shot is being disregarded
so that it may assist the user in completing another
shot.

8 Conclusions

A wearable-based augmented reality system has
been demonstrated. An intermediate virtual space
has been generated where the user can play a game
of billiards, maintaining tactile interaction with the
physical objects and maintaining real visual sensing
while the system simultaneously overlays a graphical
output to suggest shots and assist targeting. Through
the use of computer vision and wearable computing,
we enhance the game without encumbering the user or
limiting playability. An autonomous probabilistic vision algorithm drives the Stochasticks system providing it with the necessary intelligence to make a useful
contribution to the human player.
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